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ABSTRACT
MRI provides a highly sensitive technique for
early detection of abnormal breast tissue. It is
useful for identifying a status of proliferation,
angiogenesis, and microvascular permeability,
which may indicate early breast neoplasm formation. We retrospectively studied 2005 breast
MRI images from Taiwanese women and classified them as either healthy or unhealthy according to BI-RADS categories. A subgroup of our
study patients had received estrogen supplements,
containing estrogen components or phytoestrogen, for at least 3 months. These patients’ images
were also classified into the healthy and unhealthy groups. These two groups were compared
and a significant difference was found between
them (P < 0.002). Comparison of the MRI images
also identified certain cases that demonstrated a
typical estrogen/phytoestrogen effect or a withdrawal effect. The overuse of estrogen or phytoestrogen supplements can increase breast glandular tissue proliferation, as reflected on MRI
images. Such proliferation may increase the patient’s risk of future breast cancer.
Keywords: Breast MRI; Estrogen; Hormone Effect;
Phytoestrogen; Proliferative Breast Glandular Tissue

1. INTRODUCTION
In certain Western countries, such as Germany, hormone replacement therapy (HRT) is widely recognized
as a risk factor for breast cancer. Since 2000 the use of
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HRT has decreased substantially in the general population in Germany, and a corresponding decline was noted
in breast cancer incidence between 2000 and 2005 [1].
This finding clearly reflects the positive relationship between HRT and incidence of breast cancer.
By contrast, the incidence of breast cancer has risen
sharply in the past 2 decades, with a corresponding increase in mortality from breast cancer in Taiwan. The
increase during this period has been twofold or threefold
and shows no signs of slowing. Possible reasons for this
increase include lifestyle changes and greater westernization.
Taiwanese breast cancer patients tend to be younger
than their European or American counterparts [2]. In Taiwan, approximately 50% of clinically diagnosed cases of
breast cancer occur in patients aged under 50 years. By
contrast, the majority of newly diagnosed breast cancer
patients in Western countries are older than 50 years. In
addition, the age-specific incidence of breast cancer in
Taiwan rapidly increases in patients aged approximately
45 years. The equivalent peak in diagnosis occurs 5 to 10
years later among patients in the United States and Europe [2]. The higher incidence of breast cancer in premenopausal women in Taiwan may reflect the relationship
between breast cancer and estrogen supplements, which
may have unique patterns of use among in Taiwanese
women.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the breast is
extremely sensitive for detecting lesions. It can identify
the abnormal statuses of proliferation, angiogenesis, and
microvascular permeability that occur in early breast neoplasm formation. In the current study we retrospectively reviewed breast MRI images for patients with a
known estrogen and phytoestrogen intake to investigate a
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possible associated cancer risk. We assessed the effect of
estrogen and phytoestrogen on breast glandular tissue, as
shown by MRI results.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Total Study Population and Comparison
Group
We collected retrospective data from 2080 MRI images of women who attended the Breast Health Center at
Taipei Medical University, Taipei, between December
2008 and December 2011. Women who received MRI
around the time of menstruation (3 days before, up to 7
days after) were excluded to reduce the possibility of endogenous estrogen affecting the image results.

2.2. Experimental Group
The experimental group formed a subgroup within the
total study group. A total of 121 images of women were
selected for the experimental group and had attended the
clinic between September 2010 and December 2011.
These women reported having received estrogen supplements containing mimic estrogen components or phytoestrogen (including herbs or Chinese herbs such as genistein, royal jelly, evening primrose oil, yam extract,
and Ganoderma lucidum) for at least 3 months prior to
their MRI.

2.3. Image Acquisition
Pre-enhanced and post-enhanced subtracted images
were obtained, and an enhanced curve analysis was performed. All imaging studies were performed on a 1.5 T
dedicated spiral breast MRI system (Aurora Systems,
USA). For the screening procedure, patients were placed
in a prone position, feet first, on the table inside the
DBMRI machine. Breasts were fitted and positioned using a breast transmission-receiving (TR) coil. The offresonance spiral image mode was used. A gradient echo
with 10 ms of TR and T2-weighted spin echo with 2.5
ms of TR were acquired. The echo time was 5 ms for
RODEO and 120 ms for the T2 sequences. The matrix
size was 512 × 512. The slice thickness was 1.1 mm. The
field of view of each station was 20 cm to 36 cm. Sequences were performed before and after the infusion of
0.2 mmol/kg Magnevist (Bayer-Schering Pharma AG,
Germany), administered as a bolus dose with a power
injector, followed by a 20-mL saline flush. Post-processing of data was displayed by AuroraCad 4.0 (Aurora System, North Andover, MA, USA).

2.4. BIRADS Grading of Breast MRI
Interpretations
The breast image reporting and data system (BI-RADS)
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was used, and the interpretation of BRMRI also adopts
the standards of the ACR BIRADS-MRI lexicon [3-5].
Image results scored as either a BI-RADS category 1 or
2 imply an interpretation of normal and benign findings,
with no risk of malignancy. If the image result is scored
as category 3 (probably benign), category 4 (suspicious
abnormality), category 5 (highly suggestive of malignnancy), or category 6 (already known malignancy), these
interpretations indicate the patient is at risk for malignnancy.

2.5. Classification of Healthy vs. Unhealthy
Breast Interpretations
We used a simple classification system in which the
“healthy” images received an MRI rating of BI-RADS
categories Ⅰ and Ⅱ, and “unhealthy” images were rated
as BI-RADSⅢ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ, or Ⅵ.

2.6. Statistical Comparison of Healthy and
Unhealthy Breast Images
All analyses were performed with SPSS statistical
software. We used a one-sample binomial test to compare
the outcomes of long-term (at least 3 months) estrogen
and phytoestrogen use (experimental group) versus the
comparison group (study population). A P-value of less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. RESULTS
Ratio of Healthy to Unhealthy Images
We analyzed the results for all 2080 images of women
who had received breast MRI screening at our hospital.
We classified 50.86% of the images as healthy; thus, unhealthy images accounted for 49.14% of our study population (Table 1) [2,6-8]. Within the total study group, a
subgroup of 121 images of women had reported taking
estrogen or phytoestrogen regularly for at least 3 months.
We retrospectively reviewed their MRI results and classified 38.01% of the breast images from this subgroup as
healthy. Thus, for the subgroup who reported having taken estrogen supplements, 61.99% of the breast images
were classified unhealthy (Table 1).
We used SPSS to perform a single-sample binomial
test to compare the results of the estrogen users versus
the overall study population. The results showed a statistically significant difference (P < 0.002), indicating that
women taking estrogen or phytoestrogen supplements
had a greater tendency to develop breast disease or unhealthy breast conditions.
Based on our experience of assessing over 2000
breast-screening MRI images, we found that an intake of
external estrogen is one factor that may enhance proliferative changes in breast glandular tissue. In the current
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study, cases among the subgroup (experimental group)
included women who were using synthetic estrogen for
HRT and others who used herbal supplements or Chinese
herbs containing estrogen components or phytoestrogen.
Our results indicated that natural supplements such as
genistein, royal jelly, evening primrose oil, yam extract,
and Ganoderma lucidum could stimulate breast glandular
tissue in the same way as HRT, yielding a positive proliferative change, detectable on MRI images.
Figure 1 illustrates selected cases from our observations. In these images, the effects of estrogen or phytoestrogen intake are visible, as is the effect of ovariectomy.
Both these factors have been found to significantly affect
the results of MRI imaging, with estrogen intake being
associated with increased breast glandular tissue postGD enhancement. Cases 2 and 3 showing breast MRI
scans taken before and after the patient’s intake of estrogen or phytoestrogen for comparison of interval MRI
pictures, note the newly enhanced foci and tumor after
estrogen intake.
By contrast, Figure 2 illustrates the decreased proliferation and the normalization of breast glandular tissues
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that may occur after the patient ceases to take estrogen or
phytoestrogen supplements. One patient (Figure 3) initially showed a focal proliferative lesion in the left breast,
with a benign teratoma found in her left ovary at the
same time. She received a left ovariectomy, and the resulting decrease in the effect of endogenous estrogen was
visible in her follow-up breast MRI, with significant improvement in the left breast being noted.

4. DISCUSSION
Prior research has demonstrated that in women, low
serum estrogen concentrations are associated with a low
incidence of breast cancer; in contrast, higher levels of
serum estrogen are associated with higher incidence of
breast cancer [9,10].
Among Taiwanese women, exposure to estrogen has
increased in the form of westernized diets rich in estrogen, an earlier pubertal age than in prior eras, delayed
menopause, and obesity after menopause. Estrogen plays
a role in promoting glandular cell proliferation, which

Table 1. Comparison of MRI images in the study population
and a subgroup of estrogen users.
Unhealthy breast
Healthy breast
MRI results
MRI results
(BIRADS 0, Ⅲ, Ⅳ,
(BIRADSⅠ,Ⅱ)
Ⅴ, Ⅵ)
All women screened
(n = 2080)

1058 (50.86%)

1022 (49.14%)

Women taking estrogen
or phytoestrogen for at
least 3 months (n = 121)

46 (38.01%)

75 (61.99%)

P

0.002**

**

Statistically significant at P < 0.01.

Figure 2. (a-b, left to right): Breast MRI of glandular tissue
during intake of estrogen or phytoestrogen supplements (upper
figures); and after ceasing intake (lower figures) of two cases.
a

b

Figure 1. (a-c, left to right) Breast MRI of glandular tissue before (upper figures); and after (lower figures) intake of estrogen
or phytoestrogen supplements of three cases.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 3. Breast MRI of glandular tissue, showing focal proliferative enhancement in the left breast (upper figure); after left
ovariectomy, significant improvement was noted (lower figure).
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increases the risk of breast cancer [10-12].
Some studies have reported that dietary and nutritional
factors account for approximately half of all breast cancer cases [11,12]. In the past, Asian diets may have facilitated a lower breast cancer rate, but in Taiwan this
advantage has disappeared because of the adoption of
westernized diets, over-nutrition, and overuse of herbal
or traditional Chinese herbal medicines or other supplements that mimic estrogen components or phytoestrogen
[11,12].
Women with glandular proliferative disease of the
breast are at almost twice the risk for malignancy compared with the general population (including women with
non-proliferative lesions). The breast cancer risk for women with atypical hyperplasia (proliferative lesions) is 5
times greater than that of women with non-proliferative
lesions. Women with atypical ductal hyperplasia and a
family history of breast cancer are at 11 times the risk
compared with women who have a non-proliferative lesion and without a positive family history [13].
Many of our patients have told us that they believed
that products from health food stores should be safe to
use because they are “natural” or extracted from plants.
However, hormone imbalances may be provoked by plants,
health foods or herbs that mimic estrogen. Our clinical
observations suggest that many young women begin to
complain of sore or tender breasts and swelling before
menstruation after they have started using dietary supplements that contain estrogen components or phytoestrogen.
Breast glandular cells contain cell membrane receptors
for estrogen and other receptors for progesterone. Approximately 3 quarters of all breast cancers are estrogenreceptor positive (ER-positive), which means estrogen
causes these tumors to grow. However, during malignant
transformation, breast cancer cells do not distinguish between estrogen and phytoestrogen ingested by the patient [14-16].
Synthetic chemical estrogen (such as xenoestrogen)
may take months to metabolize and pass out of the patient’s body. The use of chemical estrogens has been found
to correlate strongly with an increased incidence of breast
cancer. In contrast, most food grade estrogen supplements or phytoestrogens are metabolized and pass out of
the body in several days to weeks. Thus, short-term use
of phytoestrogens may be poorly correlated with breast
cancer incidence, but long-term or over-use of the same
products may not be safe. Although extracted from plant
tissue, phytoestrogen supplements intended to reduce
menopausal symptoms may not provide protection from
breast cancer [17-19].
Studies conducted with human breast cancer cell lines
indicate that genistein both inhibits and stimulates proliferation of these cells. A mitogenic effect of genistein
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

was observed at low doses and an antiproliferative effect
at higher doses. The growth of murine breast cancer cell
lines with estrogen-positive receptor (MCF-7 cells) was
first stimulated and then inhibited by genistein, in a dosedependent manner [14-16]. One study found that genistein exerted different effects on the breast depending on
the timing of exposure. In addition, phytoestro-gen-genistein may interfere with the inhibitive effects of tamoxifen on breast cancer cell growth [20]. A potential cancerpromoting effect of genistein should not be omitted [21].
In Asian regions, including Mainland China, Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Singapore, many women seek natural
supplements or traditional Chinese herbal support for the
relief of menopause symptoms [17]. However, phytoestrogen extracted from natural sources or traditional Chinese herbs may stimulate the proliferation of breast cancer cell line (MCF-7) [21]. Several studies have analyzed
the effects of various herbal supplements and medications. Cell cycle analysis has revealed that the stimulation of proliferation may be associated with a marked increase in the replication of MCF-7 cells, with the effects
being similar to that of human estradiol [22-25].

5. CONCLUSION
This retrospective study of breast MRI images has demonstrated the similarity between synthetic HRT and
supplements containing estrogen components, including
Chinese herbs or phytoestrogen. It is important for nutritionists, naturopathic physicians, and Chinese herbal doctors to be aware of the problem of overuse of supplements
containing estrogen components or phytoestrogen, or those
mimic estrogen effects. Such supplements can increase
the proliferation of breast glandular tissue and may increase the risk of breast cancer. Patients with a family
history or personal history of breast cancer should be
advised to strictly avoid any type of estrogen or phytoestrogen intake, unless it is essential.
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